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Mechanism for linear and nonlinear optical effects in crystals
of the Sr 2Be2B2O7 family
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Electronic structure calculations of Sr2Be2B2O7 ~SBBO! family crystals including Sr2Be2B2O7,
BaAl2B2O7, and K2Al2B2O7 have been performed based on a plane-wave pseudopotential method.
Moreover, the linear optical coefficients and the static second-harmonic generation~SHG!
coefficients of BaAl2B2O7 and K2Al2B2O7 are calculated at the independent-particle level. The
calculated refractive indices and SHG coefficients are in good agreement with experimental values.
In addition, a real-space atom-cutting method is adopted to analyze the respective contributions of
the cations and anionic group to optical response. The results show that in these crystals, when the
radii of the cations increase, their contributions to the SHG effect become slightly more pronounced,
however, the contributions to the SHG coefficients from the (BO3)32 and (AlO4)52 anionic groups
are dominant and comparable. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1577816#
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that a laser in the ultraviolet~UV! re-
gion would be very useful for a wide range of application
such as photolithography, micromachining, and data stor
The search for potential UV nonlinear optical~NLO! crystals
has been in progress for more than 30 years. Our group
used a molecular engineering approach1 to search for new
NLO crystals in borate-based compounds. As a result, a
ries of crystals such as Sr2Be2B2O7 ~SBBO! ~Ref. 2! and
BaAl2B2O7 ~BABO!,3,4 which were reported by Yamada3

and K2Al2B2O7 ~KABO! ~Refs. 5–7! were discovered dur
ing the 1990s. Recently, a beam at 266 nm has been obta
by fourth-harmonic generation of 1064 nm Nd:YAG las
radiation through a KABO crystal8 with optical conversion
efficiency from 532 to 266 nm of 13%, which promises to
an excellent prospect for applications in the UV region.

The space structures of BABO and KABO are very sim
lar to that of SBBO, thus they all belong to the SBBO fami
The experimental linear and nonlinear optical parameter
the latter are given in Table I. To understand the mechan
for producing second-harmonic generation~SHG! in the
SBBO family, anionic group theory,1 a localized quantum-
chemistry model, was used. However, a more comprehen
understanding can only be achieved by performing anab
initio energy band structure calculation, in which the infl
ence of cations on the band structure and optical respo
can be directly evaluated.

Recently, we employedCASTEP,9 a plane-wave pseudo
potential total energy package, to calculate the electro
band structures and linear and nonlinear optical propertie
the BBO and LBO family.10,11In addition, a real-space atom
cutting method has been suggested to analyze the respe

a!Electronic mail: cct@cl.cryo.ac.cn
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contributions of various transitions among cations and
ionic groups to the optical responses of BBO and LBO fa
ily crystals. The results indicate that the contributions of c
ions to SHG become slightly more pronounced with
increase of their radii in the same family of crystals. In oth
words, the major contributions to the SHG coefficients a
birefringence still come from the (B3O6)32 and (B3O7)52

anionic groups in the BBO and LBO family. In this articl
we use the same calculation method to analyze the electr
band structures and the mechanism for the linear and non
ear optical properties of the SBBO family and obtain so
useful results which are essential to the design and searc
new NLO crystals.

II. METHODS AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The theoretical basis ofCASTEP is the local-density ap-
proximation~LDA !12 or gradient-corrected LDA13 based on
density functional theory~DFT!.14 Within such a framework,
the preconditioned conjugated gradient~CG! band-by-band
method15 used inCASTEPensures a robust efficient search
the energy minimum of the electronic structure ground sta
The optimized pseudopotentials16–18 in Kleinman–Bylander
form19 for K, Ba, Sr, Al, Be, B, and O allow us to use a sma
plane-wave basis set without compromising the accuracy
quired by our study. For example, 5s and 5p together with
6s electrons of Ba are treated as valence electrons in
pseudopotential to ensure that Ba is described accura
enough without applying nonlinear core correction.

It is well known that the band gap calculated by the LD
is usually smaller than the experimental data due to the
continuity of exchange-correlation energy. A scisso
operator20,21 is also used to shift upward all the conductio
bands in order to agree with measured values of the b
gap.
7 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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The static limit of the SHG coefficients plays the mo
important role in the application of SHG crystals. Our gro
and collaborators have reviewed various calculation meth
for SHG coefficients,10 and improved the formula presente
by Rashkeevet al.22 to calculate them,

xabg5xabg~VE!1xabg~VH!1xabg ~ two bands!,

wherexabg(VE) andxabg(VH) contribute tox i
(2) through

virtual-electron processes and virtual-hole processes, res
tively; xabg ~two bands! is the contribution tox i

(2) from the
two-band processes. The formulas for calculatingxabg(VE),
xabg(VH), andxabg ~two bands! are given in Ref. 10.

To investigate the influence of the ions on the crysta
optical response, a real-space atom-cutting method has
used. With this method the contribution of ionA to thenth-
order susceptibility denoted asx (n)(A) is obtained by cutting
all ions exceptA from the original wave functionsx (n)(A)
5x (n) ~all ions exceptA are cut!.

The geometric parameters of SBBO, BABO, and KAB
are as follows: SBBO (6̄m2, a5b54.683 Å, c515.311 Å,
a5b590°, g5120°!,2 BABO (R32, a5b55.001 Å, c
524.378 Å, a5b590°, g5120°!,4 and KABO (P321, a
5b58.530 Å, c58.409 Å, a5b590°, g5120°!.5

The basic structural features of the SBBO, BABO, a
KABO crystals are shown in Fig. 1. Their unit cells conta

TABLE I. Transport range and nonlinear optical parameters of SBB
BABO, and KABO crystals.

Crystal Point group
Transparent range

~nm!
di j

~pm/V!

SBBOa D3h 165–3780 d2251.62
BABOb D3 '200–3780 d1150.75
KABOc D3 '180–3780 d1150.48

aReference 2.
bReference 3.
cReference 4.
Downloaded 21 Sep 2009 to 163.13.32.114. Redistribution subject to AIP
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2, 3 and 3 formula units, and 26, 36 and 39 atoms, resp
tively. Figure 1 clearly shows that the nearly plan
(Be3B3O6) or (Al3B3O6) network perpendicular to thec
axis with three terminal O atoms all of (BO3)32 groups
linked with the nearest neighbors and the (BO3)32 group
maintains a coplanar configuration. Binding between
(Be3B3O6) or (Al3B3O6) layers is strong, since they ar
bridged by oxygen atoms bound to Be or Al atoms. T
crystals of the SBBO family are easier to grow and ha
better mechanical properties than those of the KBe2BO3F2

~KBBF! crystal which has a strong layering tendency with
its structure.1 On the other hand, these structural arrang
ments are different from the space structures of BBO,
which the (B3O6)32 group is a basic structural unit, and th
LBO family, in which an additional tetrahedral coordinate
B appears. In addition to the (BO3)32 group, the SBBO
family has the other anionic group (BeO4)62 or (AlO4)52.

All these structural factors should have a specific infl
ence on the electronic and band structures of SBBO, BAB
and KABO crystals, and consequently on their optical pro
erties. Anab initio pseudopotential calculation can reveal t
effects in a straightforward manner. With the real-spa
atom-cutting method, the respective actions of the anio
groups and cations (K1,Sr21,Ba21) on the optical proper-
ties may be recognized and understood. This is the goa
this article.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Band structure

The energy bands of SBBO, BABO, and KABO crysta
were calculated. It is worth noting that the calculated ba
gap of SBBO is much smaller than that of BABO or KABO
whereas its experimental cutoff frequency is higher. We
lieve that this is because the structure of the SBBO crysta
in an unstable phase in which the positions of the oxyg
atoms are statistically distributed and difficult to determi

,

FIG. 1. Unit cell of the SBBO family:
~a! SBBO, ~b! BABO, and~c! KABO.
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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properly by experiment, since its structural convergence
tor is larger than 0.065.2 This unstable structure of SBBO
leads to an abnormally small calculated energy gap,
eventually results in a large difference in calculated opti
properties and experimental values. Hence we will not f
ther analyze or discuss the energy bands and related cal
tions of the optical properties of SBBO.

The calculated band structures of BABO and KABO
the unit cell plotted along the lines of symmetry are shown
Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, respectively. It can be seen that ea
band structure is divided into three regions. The lower reg
is located below215 eV, and mainly consists of 2s orbitals
of oxygen atoms. The middle region is the valence ba
~VB! from about210 to 0 eV and may be separated into tw
pieces, the lower one of which is very flat. The upper one
the conduction band~CB! with a total width of about 5 eV.
The calculated band gaps of BABO and KABO are 3.7
and 3.240 eV, respectively, and are smaller than in the
responding experimental data~6.186 and 6.870 eV, respec
tively!. In DFT, although the calculated band gap does
correspond to the experimental energy band gap in the
siparticle picture, the energy band profiles are correct, e
cially those for the valence bands. We have also used o
kinds of pseudopotentials to calculate the bands and fo
no obvious changes in the results.

Figures 3~a! and 3~b! give the total density of state
~DOS! and partial DOS~PDOS! projected onto the constitu
tional atoms of BABO and KABO crystals, respectively.
addition, as an example, Fig. 4 shows the orbital-resol
PDOS in BABO crystal~aluminum and boron are not show
because the contributions of their orbital components are
less than 0.5 or almost zero!. Several characteristics can b
seen from the DOS and PDOS in Fig. 3.~1! The orbitals of
the aluminum atom have almost no contribution to the ba
of BABO and KABO. ~2! The bands lower than215 eV
mostly consist of 2s orbitals of oxygen atoms of both
(BO3)32 and (AlO4)52. In fact, the 2s orbitals of the oxy-
gen atoms are strongly localized at217 eV. ~3! The valence
bands are mainly composed of 2p orbitals of oxygen atoms
in both (BO3)32 and (AlO4)52, but for BABO the 5p semi-
core states of the Ba21 cation are located in a band center
at 210 eV. In addition, a peak of thep orbitals of the K1

cation occurs at about210 eV in KABO. At the very top of
the VB ~from 0 to23 eV!, there is no obvious hybridization
between the orbitals of B and O atoms.~4! The conduction
bands of the two crystals are mainly composed of vale
orbitals of O and B atoms.

B. Linear optical susceptibility

It is well known that the refractive indices are obtain
theoretically from the dielectric constants. The real part
the dielectric function can be obtained from its imagina
part using the Kramers–Kronig transformation. The ima
nary part can be calculated with the matrix elements t
describe the electronic transitions between the ground
excited states in the crystals considered. The calculation
mulas are given in Ref. 10. The calculated and experime
values of refractive indices at 1064 nm wavelengths
Downloaded 21 Sep 2009 to 163.13.32.114. Redistribution subject to AIP
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listed in Table II. To investigate the frequency dependence
the dielectric function, as an example the calculated and
perimental refractive indices as a function of different fr
quencies are shown in Fig. 5 for the KABO crystal.

To investigate the influence of the ions on the optic
response of BABO and KABO, the atom-cutting method
used. Figure 6 presents the charge-density distribution in

FIG. 2. Band structure of BABO and KABO:~a! BABO and ~b! KABO.
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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9720 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 93, No. 12, 15 June 2003 Lin et al.
plane of the (BO3)32 group of BABO as an example. W
find that the distance between B and O in the (BO3)32 group
is much smaller than that between Ba21 ~or K1 for KABO!
and the (BO3)32 group. In addition, the charge density in th
(BO3)32 group is relatively delocalized compared to that

FIG. 3. DOS and PDOS plots of BABO and KABO:~a! BABO and ~b!
KABO.
Downloaded 21 Sep 2009 to 163.13.32.114. Redistribution subject to AIP
f

the Ba21 ~or K1) cation. This indicates that the bondin
between B and O is more covalent. It is therefore difficult
separate the B and O ions, and the (BO3)32 group should be
treated as a whole. The situation for (AlO4)52 is similar to
that of (BO3)32 group, so we should account for the respe
tive contributions of Ba21 (K1), (BO3)32, and (AlO4)52 to
the optical properties.

In a previous paper10 it was found that the charge densi
around cation~M! is spherical. Thus we first choose the cu
ting radii of K and Ba as 1.40 and 1.50 Å, respective
Following the rule of keeping the cutting spheres of M and
in contact and not overlapped, the cutting radius of O is se
1.10 Å. For the aluminum atom the cutting radius is chos
as 0.90 Å. Finally, a covalent radius of 0.88 Å of B is chos
as its cutting radius.

The atom-cutting analysis results are given in Table
The conclusions from the above calculations are as follo

FIG. 4. Orbitally resolved PDOS plot for BABO:~a! O and~b! Ba.
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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~i! The calculated refractive indices are in good agreem
with the experimental values~the relative error is less tha
3%–5%!. For the two crystals considered, the theoretical
refringenceDn is also in excellent agreement with the e
perimental values. The agreement proves the validity of
investigations of BABO and KABO with the pseudopotent
method. The results should be very helpful for design
NLO crystals.~ii ! Table III shows that for BABO and KABO
the contributions of K1 and Ba21 to the refractive indices
are comparable to those of (BO3)32 and (AlO4)52 groups,
but their contributions to the anisotropy of refractive indic
can be neglected. Moreover, we can easily find that altho
the contribution of the (AlO4)52 group to refractive indices
is comparable to that of the (BO3)32 group, its contribution
to birefringence is much smaller than that of (BO3)32. The
results are consistent with those obtained by anionic theo1

C. SHG coefficients

According to the computational formula given in Re
10, the SHG coefficients of BABO and KABO crystals we
calculated from the bands energies and the wave functi
The factors that may influence the SHG coefficients inclu
the number~or maximum energy! of empty bands and thek
points used in calculation. In our previous paper, we c
cluded that the energy states in low conduction bands
much more important for SHG effects than those in hig
bands through a series of tests. In addition, Duanet al. pre-
sented an evaluation technique to reduce the numberk

TABLE II. Calculated and experimental values of refractive indices
SBBO, BABO, and KABO crystals at 1.064mm.

Crystal

Calculated Experiment

n0 ne Dn n0 ne Dn

SBBOa 1.6920 1.6401 0.052 1.698 1.636 0.062
BABOb 1.5757 1.5257 0.050 1.570 1.517 0.053
KABOc 1.5590 1.5071 0.052 1.560 1.492 0.068

aExperimental values reported in Ref. 2.
bExperimental values reported in Ref. 3.
cExperimental values reported in Ref. 4.

FIG. 5. Refractive index dispersion curve of KABO~experimental values
from Ref. 4!.
Downloaded 21 Sep 2009 to 163.13.32.114. Redistribution subject to AIP
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points needed for convergence.23 In Ref. 10, following Duan
et al. we suggested an improved formula for SHG coe
cients in which the calculation of SHG coefficients rapid
converges with not too manyk points in the irreducible Bril-
louin zone~IBZ!. For example, in the case of zinc-blend
GaAs, conventional calculation needs 300– 500k points in
the IBZ to obtain convergence within 5%,22 while using our
improved formula convergence within 2% is achieved by u
of only 28k points. In our present work, the electronic stru
ture calculations of the above crystals are performed on thG
point. After the ground-state-density calculation converg
finer k point sampling titled by denserk point sets24 is re-
duced to 10 and 8 in the IBZ of the optical matrix eleme
calculations for BABO and KABO, respectively. The cuto
energies are all 450 eV. This choice ofk sampling and high
enough cutoff energy leads to satisfactory convergence.
lowing these techniques, the theoretical SHG values are
culated and are listed in Table IV with experimental valu
In order to calculate the respective contributions of catio
and the anionic group to the SHG coefficients of crystals,
also adopt the real-space atom-cutting method. We have
the same atom-cutting radii mentioned in Sec. III B in t
calculations of SHG coefficients. The decomposition resu
are also given in Table IV, in which the contributions
cations M1 ~M5K,Ba!, and (BO3)32 and (AlO4)52 as well
as their joint contributions are clearly seen. These calcula
results lead to the following conclusions.

~i! Our plane-wave pseudopotential approach is also s
able for studying the SHG coefficients of borate cry
tals such as BABO and KABO. We see that the agr
ment between calculated and experimental values
the SHG coefficients is very good.

~ii ! The contributions to the SHG coefficients from th
anionic groups (BO3)32 and (AlO4)52 are beyond
90% for BABO and KABO. The SHG coefficients ar
almost a ‘‘pure’’ contribution of the anionic groups. I
Table IV, it should be noted that the anionic grou
(AlO4)52 gives a smaller contribution to the SHG
coefficients than (BO3)32 for BABO, but for KABO
the contribution to SHG from the (AlO4)52 is larger
than that of (BO3)32. The reasons are the following
(AlO4)52 in BABO is a more approximate tetrahe
dron ~/O–Al–O5102.0°, /bridged O–Al–O
5115.6°!, while in KABO the Al31 and the three

FIG. 6. Charge density in the (BO3)32 group plane of BABO.

f
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oxygen atoms except the bridged oxygen are m
coplanar ~/O–Al–O5115.6°, /bridged O–Al–O
5102.3°!. The deformation of (AlO4)52 in KABO is
larger than that of (AlO4)52 in BABO, so their con-
tributions to the SHG coefficients are larger. Mor
over, the results of analysis of the SHG coefficien
using the real-space atom-cutting method clea
show that with an increase in radius of the alkali a
alkali-earth metal cations M1 their contributions to
the SHG coefficients become more and more sign
cant in the same family of crystals. For example, on
1% of thed11 of KABO comes from the K1 cation,
while the contribution of the cation Ba21 to d11 is
approximately 12% for BABO. The result is the sam
as that of the BBO~Ref. 10! and LBO family.11

IV. CONCLUSION

An ab initio electronic/band-structures calculation wa
carried out using theCASTEP package to study the optica
properties of the SBBO family. Our investigations can
summarized as follows.

~i! The electronic and band structures of the above bo
crystals were obtained. Due to the instability of t
structure of SBBO, the electronic band structure
the crystal is not reliable, which consequently resu
in inaccuracy of the calculated optical coefficients.

TABLE III. Comparison of refractive indices of BABO and KABO at th
static limit derived from the atom-cutting method and original values

Crystal Analysis n0 ne Dn

BABO Origin 1.5757 1.5257 0.05
BO3

32 only 1.3423 1.2711 0.071
AlO4

52 only 1.3876 1.3818 0.006
Ba21 only 1.1616 1.1492 0.012

KABO Origin 1.527 1.478 0.049
BO3

32 only 1.311 1.256 0.055
AlO4

52 only 1.367 1.349 0.018
K1 only 1.125 1.124 0.001

TABLE IV. Calculated and experimental values of nonlinear susceptibili
of BABO and KABO crystals and analysis using the real-space atom-cu
method~in units of pm/V!.

Crystal dij Calculated Experiment

BABO d11 0.745 0.75a

KABO d11 20.317 0.45b
Contribution di j

BABO Ba21 only 0.115
BO3

32 only 0.348
AlO4

52 only 0.267
Sum 0.730

KABO K1 only 0.012
BO3

32 only 20.152
AlO4

52 only 20.283
Sum 20.425

aReference 3.
bReference 4.
Downloaded 21 Sep 2009 to 163.13.32.114. Redistribution subject to AIP
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~ii ! The DOS and PDOS reveal the compositions of ea
energy band. For BABO and KABO the tops of th
valence band are almost dominated by the 2p of oxy-
gen atoms. The conduction bands of the two cryst
are mainly composed of valence 2p orbitals of B and
O.

~iii ! From the wave functions and band structures the
ear and nonlinear optical coefficients were obtain
for BABO and KABO. The calculated refractive in
dexes, birefringence, and SHG coefficients are
good agreement with experimental values. The ana
sis of results by the atom-cutting method reveals t
the contributions from K1 and Ba21 to the refractive
indices are comparable to those of anion grou
(BO3)32 and (AlO4)52, but their contributions to the
anisotropy of the refractive indices can be neglect
This means that the anisotropy of the refractive in
ces of the two crystals is mainly determined by t
(BO3)32 and (AlO4)52 anionic groups. On the othe
hand, the more (AlO4)52 is deformed, the more it
contributes to the SHG coefficients. The contributio
to the SHG coefficients from (BO3)32 and (AlO4)52

are beyond 95% for KABO, but with an increase
the radius of the M1 cation their contributions to the
SHG coefficients become more pronounced. As a
sult, for BABO crystal the contribution to the SHG
coefficient from Ba21 is beyond 12%. This conclu
sion is the same as that for the LBO family. We b
lieve that further application of the real-space ato
cutting method may elucidate the origin of the optic
effects, both linear and nonlinear. Such investigatio
will help us to find and design new NLO crysta
more efficiently.
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